DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
PLANNING COMMITTEE
PLANNING APPLICATIONS FOR DECISION

9th July 2013

Ladies and Gentlemen,
The plans in this report have been submitted for approval under the Town and
Country Planning Acts.
All County Council Matters are “Delegated” to the Committee for comment and
cannot be moved “Non-Delegated” (Minute No. 244, 20th July, 1992).
All other applications in this report are also “Delegated” but can be moved “NonDelegated” by a Member of the Committee under the terms adopted for the Scheme of
Delegation approved by Council, 16th May, 1994. Any such motion needs to be
accepted by a majority of Members of the Committee present (Council, 8th August,
1995). All applications left as delegated will be decided by the Committee and will not be
subject to confirmation by Council.
The application plan numbers also refer to files for the purposes of background
papers.

Jason Hipkiss
Planning Manager
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2013/0175

Moorsolve Limited

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Dalton South/Dalton and
Newton Parish Council

Charles Wilton
01229 876553

04/03/2013
STATUTORY DATE:
07/05/2013

LOCATION:
Crompton Drive (opposite 19-25), Dalton-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Erection of three detached two bedroomed bungalows
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:
POLICY B3
Applications for residential development on unallocated sites will be permitted where they
accord with the sequential approach of the Structure Plan and also satisfy the following
criteria:
i)

The site is located within the built up area of existing settlements or the
development cordons identified in Policy B13; and

ii)

The siting, scale, layout and design (in the materials and form of the buildings) of
the development is sensitive to the local environment, it promotes the principles of
‘Secure by Design’ and adequate parking provision is made; and

iii)

Adequate access arrangements can be provided, including servicing the site by
the public transport and by cycle routes; and

iv)

The development is laid out in a way that maximises energy efficiency; and

v)

The development will not result in the loss of land which has a recognised or
established nature conservation interest; and

vi)

The development must not cause an undue increase in traffic passing through
existing residential areas such as to be detrimental to residential amenity or
highway safety; and

vii)

Adequate water supplies, foul and surface water sewers and sewerage treatment
facilities exist or can be provided; and
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viii)

'A risk-based approach will be adopted for development in or affecting flood risk
areas to minimise the risk of flooding associated with the site and the potential
effect development of the site might have elsewhere through increased run off or
a reduction in the capacity of flood plains. This shall be in accordance with the
sequential characterisation of flood risk set out in Table 1 of Planning Policy
Guidance Note 25 'Development and Flood Risk; and

ix)

Where contamination is suspected, a desk study is undertaken and if necessary a
site investigation is undertaken and remediation strategy submitted.

POLICY D1
The Borough’s countryside will be safeguarded for its own sake and non-renewable and
natural resources afforded protection. Development will be permitted in the countryside
only where there is a demonstrable need that cannot be met elsewhere. Where necessary
development is permitted any adverse effect on the rural character of the surroundings
should be minimised subject to the development’s operational requirements.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:

NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised on site
The occupiers of 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25 Crompton Drive, Roselyn, Beuna
Vista, Green Lane, 24, 45 Barnes Avenue, Schoolwaters House, Abbey Road, Dalton in
Furness all informed.
The Occupier, 23 Crompton Drive, Dalton in Furness
“Last week I received your letter regarding the above application and have spent the
weekend considering this and worrying about how this will affect myself and the local area.
I find it unbelievable that our narrow drive is to be asked to support a further three
properties. This drive has no footpaths and is only 13 feet wide – two cars cannot pass
side by side? I will have, now to cope with access to two new bungalows facing my
property and drive entrance. My neighbour owns land at the end of our drive, meaning
that the end (field side) bungalow has no frontage onto our existing drive therefore my
already constricted access will become an access area for three dwellings.!
When I purchased my bungalow, with my late husband, we were tasked with the
maintenance and upkeep of the drive, along with our neighbours. This we have done for
the past twelve years yet now Moorsolve can make a decision to have it adopted with no
consideration nor the impact on existing residents?
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My biggest concern is for the wildlife, which due to my mobility problems, brings me great
joy. The hedges, which will have to be removed, are full of wildlife – birds, rabbits and
even badgers. In the summer months I can sit outside and watch the bats feeding. All of
this will be lost forever if the over development of this tiny plot is allowed to go ahead.
The size of plot, the size of access does not support his development and I must register
my objection to this plan being approved.”
The Occupiers, 25 Crompton Drive, Dalton in Furness
“We wish to object strongly to the further development of this site and have studied the
submitted plans and obviously, know the proposed site well. We have lived at 25 Crompton
Drive, after purchasing this property from Moorsolve Ltd almost 13 years ago.
When planning permission was approved by the Borough Council for this property in 1999
(application no. 1999/0399/142/CW/TP.11) Moorsolve Ltd had to comply with 13 Conditions.
Conditions 2, & 3, enforced the planting and seeding of certain areas of the original site.
Condition 4 reads that "the boundary hedgerow must be retained in perpetuity with any
sections which die replaced within the next growing season" (Perpetuity being 80 years from
the date on the documentation 17.05.1999)
For the Reason being:- In order to protect the rural amenities of the area. We question why
enforce a Condition which was and is important to the landscape character and visual setting
of the housing area at Crompton Drive where the land falls away and now consider its
removal?
The development of this site would entail the removal of this hedgerow including the removal
of hedgerow adjacent to the proposed turning area and maybe even also at the rear of the
end bungalow opposite 21 Crompton. These hedgerows provide a natural environment and
safe haven for many species of birds, bats, badgers and other native animals. Therefore any
further development would impact adversely on the environment.
We are also concerned with the already, restricted assess of the brick driveway, which
serves the existing four properties. It is neither suitable nor wide enough to increase/double
the amount of road traffic. There are no pavements in this area; therefore pedestrians must
walk on the brick driveway. We note that the application proposes a turning area opposite 21
Crompton Drive but there is already a turning area opposite 19 Crompton Drive? Another
turning area would only seem to encourage even further traffic to use the brick driveway,
endangering pedestrians and residents. If, as the plans show, every dwelling has a driveway,
why is there a need for yet another turning area? Also please note, there are no street lights
on this area of Crompton Drive, we have no street cleaning facilities and no refuse collection
from our properties-we push our bins to an area on the public roadway, opposite 17
Crompton Drive.
Our final concern regards drains and sewers. We are aware of 3 instances of blocked
sewers since moving into our home in 2000 and would question that doubling the size of this
development will put further pressure on the existing sewers and drainage systems.
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Whilst we fully understand the changes in Government guidelines regarding the relaxing of
planning restrictions to encourage new housing developments, we strongly object to the
overdevelopment of this particular local site to the detriment of the environment and issues
of road safety”.
The Occupiers, 19 Crompton Drive, Dalton in Furness
“We are in receipt of your notification regarding the above proposed planning
application to erect three bungalows on Crompton Drive, Dalton in Furness.
We must strongly object to these proposals by Moorsolve Ltd on several counts,
including the adoption of part of a private drive.
Road Traffic Highway Safety
Firstly and most importantly, we considered the affect of this development on our
family. We have two small children and originally purchased this property due to what,
we expected to be a safe area with very little traffic congestion and movement. Our
property fronts onto the start of a private cul de sac which is narrow and has no
pavements or footpaths. We did not consider this to be an issue as there are only
three further properties on the cui de sac. This proposed development will double the
number of properties and at least, double the amount of road traffic. We already front
on to a heavily used turning area for residents and visitors using Crompton Drive and
are now being informed that we will also back on to yet another turning area. We are
astounded that this could be even considered - two turning area's almost next to
each other? Our sons' use the back entrance of our house to avoid the traffic, but
could now be put in danger by another turning area, if these proposals are approved.
Our near neighbours in the cul de sac have never had the need for a turning area in
the past as they all have a private driveway, so why allow this now, if all the proposed
properties have a private driveway?
The cul de sac has been maintained by ourselves and neighbours and is made up of
a narrow brick built drive which we consider to be unfit for further traffic access. The
drive is narrow, not even allowing two cars to be pass without one giving way.
Quality and Finish
We note that Moorsolve Ltd state that the properties will be constructed to exceed
current building standards - a note which we strongly challenge if our properties,
built by Moorsolve Ltd can be used as an example. Within 5 - 8 years of construction
all windows, doors and facia's have been replaced on all the original properties due to
the poor quality of materials used. We have walls with cracks from top to bottom which
have been like this for many years.
Drains and Services
Only last Christmas, we had problems with blocked sewer's on our neighbours drive,
causing sewerage to overflow onto the highway. We consider that the drainage
system to already be at a maximum and unable to take waste from three further
properties.
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Rainwater services are also completely inadequate as our garden floods during any
heavy rain, up to a depth of 5 inches. Our private driveway has sunk in places
indicating again, poor drainage.
Our front garden already contains 4 water meters for the properties on the cul de sac
and we are not prepared for our property to support further meters for the proposed
development.
Wildlife and Environment
The proposed development is unable to proceed without the removal of many meters
of hedgerow which is the habitat to many species of wildlife. Removal of the
hedgerows is a threat to all our wildlife and the environment in general. Once
removed, they are gone forever. Both our boys' take great pleasure in 'badger
spotting' from our windows. Remove their habitat and they are driven away.
Therefore we object to the removal of any hedgerows and habitat with a view to
protecting our local environment- and their homes!!!
We also emphasise that the site is important to the landscape character and visual
setting of the housing area at Crompton Drive.
Adoption of private road
On purchase of our property we agreed to maintain the private brick drive to a good
standard, along with our neighbours. We have continued to do this and find it difficult
to understand how Moorsolve Ltd can now, after 12 years, decide to have the road
adopted? We must now seek legal advice on their decision.
We are of the view that the proposed development will have a serious impact on our
standard of living.
We would therefore, like to invite you to a site visit and access to our properties to
help you further understand our issues, along with our neighbours.
We would also welcome an early reply as to the outcome of the Council's decision and
enclose a stamped addressed envelope to assist.”
The Occupiers, 21 Crompton Drive, Dalton in Furness
“We must strongly object to the further development of this site by Moorsolve Ltd on
several counts.
When planning permission was approved by Barrow Borough Council for property in
10999 (application no 1999/0399/142/CW/TP11) Moorsolve Ltd had to comply with certain
conditions. Conditions 2 & 3 enforced the planting and seeding of certain areas of the
original site. Condition 4 states that “the boundary hedgerow must be retained in
perpetuity with any sections which die replaced within the next growing season.
The National Planning Policy documentation advises on conserving and enhancing the
natural environment. If our hedges are removed surely this is not a recommended action?
We consider ourselves lucky to witness badgers, hedgehogs, rabbits, bats and many
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species of birds, including sparrow hawks, woodpeckers, kestrels and pheasants foraging
on the area proposed for development and feel it is our duty to protect and conserve their
natural habitat not destroy the area that they use. We also emphasise that the site is
important to the landscape character and visual setting of the housing area at Crompton
Drive.
We are also concerned with the proposal of a second turning opposite our property – 21
Crompton Drive when there is already one only metres away. Surely this will increase the
traffic.
When we purchased this property nearly 13 years ago, from Moorsolve Ltd we agreed to
maintain the private brick drive to a good standard along with our neighbours. We have all
continued to do this and find it hard to understand how Moorsolve Ltd can change their
minds and decide nearly 13 years later to have the road adopted. There is already
restricted access of the brick driveway which serves the four existing properties. It is not
suitable or wide enough to increase the amount of road traffic. Two vehicles are unable to
pass without one giving way and it is a cul-de-sac.
Moorsolve Ltd mention that the properties will be constructed to exceed current building
standards. If our properties are anything to go by, having replaced all windows, doors and
fascias within 5 years, pointing to brickwork, due to the mortar not being the correct mix
and the property is only 13 years old.
We also have concerns regarding the drains and sewers. We are aware of some
residents having blocked drains, another, their back garden floods when we have heavy
rain.
The drive of no 23 Crompton Drive which runs adjacent to the side of our property No 21,
needed to be replaced as it sloped towards our property and during heavy rain , the water
level reached the height of the damp course due to poor drainage.
We consider the drainage system to be at maximum and any further development will add
problems to the existing sewers and drainage system.”
The Occupiers, 22 Crompton Drive, Dalton in Furness
“We wish to make you aware of a number of strong objections that we have with regard to
the proposed development of additional properties on open space opposite 19-25
Crompton Drive, application number reference above. As an immediate neighbour to the
site of the proposed development, we are of the view that the proposed development will
have a serious impact on our standard of living. Our specific objections are as follows:
 Application inaccurate: The layout drawings and block plan are incorrect; all foul
sewer drains run through our property no 22 and not 20 as shown drawings.
Therefore the application is not accurate and leads to misinterpretation.
 Public sewer inadequate:-The installation of a new 4” foul sewer on the right of our
plot (application form section 11) will overwhelm the utilities of this plot and can
lead to additional problems with upkeep and maintenance, having all foul sewers
converging on one plot. Risk of flooding or creation of flood risk.
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 Wayleave or easement access to property: The foul drain to the right of the plot has
no pre installed sewer installed for this new development into the existing
inspection camber; therefore access to the land and the installation of the system
would warrant a wayleave or easement or other process in place before work is
carried out, no application has been made in relation to this.
 Traffic generation / adequacy of parking/loading/turning: the current estate suffers
from parking issues with vehicles parked in unsafe manor restricting access for
other vehicles turning areas are used for additional parking therefore increasing the
estate size will increase this current problem.
We would be grateful if the council would take our objections into consideration when
deciding this application. We would welcome the opportunity to meet with a representative
of the planning department at our home to illustrate our objections at first hand.”
CONSULTATIONS:
United Utilities
“I have no objection to the proposed development.
If possible this site should be drained on a separate system, with only foul drainage
connected into the foul sewer. Surface water should discharge to the
soakaway/watercourse/surface water sewer and may require the consent of the Local
Authority. If surface water is allowed to be discharged to the public surface water
sewerage system we may require the flow to be attenuated to a maximum discharge rate
determined by United Utilities.
A separate metered supply to each unit will be required at the applicant's expense and all
internal pipework must comply with current water supply (water fittings) regulations 1999.
Historic Environment Officer (CCC)
“I am writing to thank you for consulting me on the above application and to confirm that I
have no objections and do not wish to make any comments or recommendations.
Cumbria Highways – no response received/reminder sent 21/06/13
Dalton with Newton Town Council
“The Town Council have no objections in principal but would suggest that the Planning
Committee conduct a site visit to assess the impact of new dwellings on the existing
infrastructure.”
Electricity North West – No response received but expected in time for your meeting.
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OFFICERS REPORT:
Introduction
This application is for the erection of three detached bungalows each being two
bedroomed. In design, size and form the would be very similar to the three bungalows
opposite which were built by the same developer following the grant of planning
permission under reference 1999/0399 dated 13/10/1999( included 21, 23 and 25
Crompton Drive).
As part of the development it is proposed to bring a section of the private road/shared
drive which currently serves 4 dwellings up to an adoptable standard. This is to include a
new turning head. From this point the road is shown to remain private serving two of the
existing bungalows (23 and 25) and two of the proposed bungalows. Access and parking
would mirror the existing arrangements.
The Cumbria Design Guide, Layout of New Residential Developments (1996) states that
up to 5 dwellings can be served via a private road/shared drive. The proposed
arrangement would comply with this. The Guide also allows up to 20 dwellings to be
served via an adoptable shared surface road. The section of private road to be upgraded
can be made to comply with this (note condition no 4).
The development would meet normal development control criteria including parking,
privacy standards and meet UU requirements regarding drainage.
In terms of the particular issues raised by the development I can comment as follows:
Principle of Development/Greenfield Status
The development plan remains the starting point for the determination of planning
applications. This has not been changed by the issue of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). However, since March 2013 where there is conflict between the two,
the requirement is that NPPF shall prevail.
This change in status is illustrated by the appeal/costs decision also reported to you today
regarding Greenscoe, Askam. Here the Inspector criticised the Authority for relying in part
on saved policy D1 stating that in so doing it (the Council) had weakened its case. The
Inspector was of the opinion that D1 was not in accordance with the NPPF and so could
be given little or no weight.
The NPPF gives a presumption in favour of sustainable development which does not
necessarily prevent development on green field sites. The proposal would appear to
constitute sustainable development in that it would make use of existing infrastructure e.g.
an existing one sided road and to an extent drainage put in to serve the applicant’s earlier
development. Also it would be reasonably close to public transport, schools and other
services.
To justify refusal it would be necessary to show that any adverse impacts arising from the
development would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits (para 14, NPPF).
These would include the contribution to housing land supply/housing choice and
associated economic benefits associated with the development.
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Whether the development would result in a harmful intrusion into the adjacent countryside
remains a material consideration. It is also relevant that the site is not protected by policy
D4 Green Wedge. In 1989 an Inspector considered an outline application for residential
development on land which included the current site. The decision to grant permission
was conditional on no development extending west of a line drawn level with the western
most extent of 45 Barnes Avenue (condition no 5 of permission 1988/0249 dated June
1989). The development previously carried out by the current applicant continued to follow
the requirement of this earlier consent. The proposed development would not.
The applicant contends that this earlier stipulation carries little weight today given in part
its age and material changes both in policy terms and on the ground.
The courts have held that a previous appeal decision can be a material consideration. In
North Wiltshire District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment 1992 it was held
that if an earlier appeal raised matters which were sufficiently closely related to the matters
at hand then it was capable of being a material planning consideration. Also to the extent
that it was material there was a duty on the decision maker to have regard to the interests
of consistency and to give reasons if not followed. This approach has been upheld in
subsequent cases.
In applying the condition the inspector reasoned as follows:
“ I consider that the development of this site [the whole site] could reasonably be
regarded as rounding off between Barnes Ave and Green Lane and that the
imposition of an appropriate condition would prevent new housing intruding unduly
over the skyline. The effect on the appearance of the open land to the west would
therefore be small”.
As the proposed development would extend beyond this line the key issue is whether the
proposed bungalows would intrude unduly over the skyline. In my view the development
would not for following reasons:
i)

The application site benefits from a significant degree of containment in that it’s
countryside boundaries are defined by significant hedgerows. While these will need
to be managed they will reduce the visual impact of development on the wider
countryside. It may be that it is not only these landscape features which have
developed in the last 20+ years. As such the development of this site in the manner
proposed is unlikely to result in any undue landscape impact in views from Abbey
Road/wider public views.

ii)

Perhaps as a result of i) above the application site was excluded from the wider
green wedge designation (D3) when the Local Plan Review was prepared and
covering the period 1996 to 2006 (adopted 2001). This is illustrated in the colour
book (appendix A).
The indication given by this is that while the adjacent areas of countryside were
seen as important the application site appeared to be classed more as part of the
built up area.
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iii) The low rise form of the development (combined with the features referred under
i) above will further reduce the impact upon the countryside. It should be noted
that the 1989 appeal also related to residential development, in other words it was
not specific to bungalows.
iv) The introduction of the NPPF
As a consequence of the above I advise that the impacts do not meet the ‘significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits’ test (para14, NPPF). This for the reasons explained
above are sufficient to outweigh the previous appeal decision.
In terms of other saved policies I can comment as follows:
B3 – This requires a sequential approach based upon structure plan policy ST3. As
brownfield land was above green field in the sequence it was sufficient for the Council to
show that where there were sufficient brownfield sites then it could resist green field
housing development. ST3 was not saved in 2008 and was replaced by the RSS. Both the
RSS and remaining policies of the structure plan were revoked in May. Limited weight can
now be attached to this policy which would also appear to conflict with the NPPF.
The detailed criteria i) to ix) would appear to be met where relevant.
D1 – The policy rejected by the Inspector in the Greenscoe appeal. The first part of the
policy seeks to protect the intrinsic beauty of the countryside. This element of the policy
continues to accord with the NPPF (para 17). The second component of the policy states
that only development which requires a rural location should be located within the
countryside. This element would appear to have little or no weight.
Issues raised in the representations
a) Access is too narrow
The development would meet design guide requirements regarding the number of
dwellings which can be served via a private drive. The upgrade of the existing section
shown to be upgraded (to adoptable standards) can be secured by a planning condition.
b) That the access road upgrade to adoptable standards can be done without the
Consent of existing residents
While essentially a civil matter the applicant has stated he remains the owner of the private
road and has the legal entitlement to upgrade it as required to meet adoption standards.
c) Hedgerow loss/wildlife habitat
The 1999 permission for the existing dwellings was conditional on the submission and
implementation of a landscaping scheme (no 2). This included the planting of a new
hawthorn hedge along the edge of the private road which separated that development
from the rest of the field and which is subject of this application. This hedgerow has
developed well and is approximately 1.5m high. It is shown to be removed as part of the
proposed development. However it is a relatively recent feature and it would be difficult to
show that its loss significantly and demonstrably outweighed the benefits.
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The other field boundary hedgerows are proposed to be retained though they would need
to be managed. Condition no 4 attached to the 1999 permission required these
hedgerows to be retained. As any new permission would introduce a new chapter in the
planning history of the site this requirement would need to be restated to have a continuing
affect. This can be enforced by condition.
d) Additional traffic
It would be difficult to demonstrate a small scale development would raise significant traffic
generation issues.
A further point to note is that two overhead power line cross the site One runs along the
site’s southern boundary and would be close to one of the proposed bungalows. This
relationship is little different to that which already exists in the locality however the
applicant is proposing to lay this section underground. In advance of any comments from
the electricity board I have added a condition to this affect.
Finally as the bungalows would face onto a private shared drive rather than a public
highway a further limit on permitted development would be appropriate in relation to the
front elevations. The 1999 consent contained the same limitation (condition no 10).
RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that planning permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration
Limit and the following conditions:
Condition No. 2
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the application dated 12.03.13
and the accompanying plans reference 2013/03, 04 and House Type 'E' drawing.
Reason
To retain the development within the forms applied for.
Condition No. 3
The finished floor levels shall not exceed the levels annotated on plan reference 2013/03.
Reason
To ensure the development is sensitive to its context.
Condition No. 4
Prior to the context of the commencement of this development further details showing how
the section of private road/shared drive shown on plan reference 2013/03 to be upgraded
to an adoptable standard is to be so upgraded including the provision of the identified
turning head shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning
Authority. The upgrade shall then be carried out in accordance with the approved details
prior to the occupation of any of the approved dwellings.
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Reason
To ensure a satisfactory standard of access to serve the development is provided.
Condition No. 5
The existing field hedgerows which form the site's north western and southern boundaries
shall be retained in perpetuity.
Reason
The hedgerows assist with the integration of the development into its countryside setting.
Condition No. 6
Prior to the commencement of any development, a landscape scheme for the site,
showing the retention of the hedgerows referred to under 5 above along with an
assessment of their condition and measures for their management, together with details of
new planting and details of any phasing of such a scheme must be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The scheme shall be submitted on a plan
not greater that 1:500 in scale and shall contain details of numbers, locations and species
of plants to be used. All planting and subsequent maintenance shall be to current British
Standards. The approved scheme must subsequently be implemented by the end of the
first planting season following initial beneficial occupation of the development or by such a
programme as may be agreed in writing. Any trees or shrubs removed, dying being
severely damaged or becoming seriously diseased within five years of planting shall be
replaced by the landowner with trees or shrubs of a similar size and species to those
originally required to be planted.
Reason
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area.
Condition No. 7
The drives/parking spaces and access thereto must be reserved for the parking of private
motor vehicles and no permanent development, whether permitted by the Town and
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order, 1995 as amended (or any
Order revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modifications) or not, shall be
carried out on that area of land or in such position as to preclude vehicular access to the
development hereby permitted.
Reason
To ensure that proper access and parking provision is made and retained for use
associated with the development hereby permitted.
Condition No. 8
Prior to the commencement of development a scheme for the laying of the section of
overhead power line shown to be laid underground on drawing no 2013/04 shall have
been submitted to and approved in writing with the planning authority. The cable shall then
be laid underground in accordance with the approved details prior to the occupation of the
bungalow situated on the most southern of the three plots.
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Reason
The cable is proposed to be placed underground to address the close proximity issue.
Condition No. 9
Notwithstanding the provisions of Class A of the Town and Country Planning ( General
Permitted Development ) Order 1995 (as amended) (or any Order revoking and reenacting that Order with or without modifications or not), no extensions shall be added to
the front elevations of the bungalows hereby approved.
Reason
To ensure that adequate levels of privacy are maintained and to control the design of
extensions that would be prominent in the street scene.
Condition No. 10
The bungalows shall be laid out to secure a distance of 21m between the facing elevations
(front to front) which contain windows serving habitable rooms.
Reason
To reinforce the dimension scaled from drawing no 2013/04.

_______________________________________________________________________
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2013/0281

Mr S Solsby
Barrow Borough Council

M & P Gadsden Ltd

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Ormsgill

Barry Jesson
01229 876323

02/04/2013
STATUTORY DATE:
16/07/2013

LOCATION:
Barrow Borough Cemetery, Devonshire Road, Barrow-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Town and Country Planning General Regulations 1992 (Regulation 3) application for
engineering works to alter levels, construct new access paths and install drainage
including creation of a swale to facilitate additional burial plots.
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:

SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
The works are required to ensure that the cemetery meets the long term needs of the
Borough, and is considered compatible with the wildlife corridor and green wedge
designations. Submitted survey work demonstrates that the development will not result in
increased flood risk or cause harm to the ecology/wildlife interests within the site.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

REPRESENTATIONS:
Development Advertised on Site and in Local Press
Occupiers of 17-23 (odds incl.), 40-46 (evens incl.), Alder Road, 50-92 (evens incl.), Cedar
Road, 48-66 (evens incl.), 76-92 (evens incl.), St. Francis Gardens, Barrow in Furness all
informed.
The Occupier, 82 Cedar Road, Barrow in Furness
“We have received your letter regarding planning permission for Devonshire road
cemetery Barrow In Furness, planning application number, B06/201/0281.
I would like to take this opportunity to express some concerns and ask a few questions.
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There is plans for a swale to but put in place directly behind our house, and I’m just
worried about the flood risk this close to the surrounding houses. I've read the plans and
report (supplied by 'Thomas consulting'), and I would like to know if the local authority has
done a flood risk assessment. If so can you please send me a copy of the report to the
above address or this e-mail.
I understand the swale is the best and most likely option for drainage. But given that we
have lived here for 8 years and NEVER had any flooding problems, (the same can be said
for our neighbour of 30+ years ) I have concerns, of how close to the houses its planned to
be, and the size of the swale, and that ALL excess water will be flowing into this swale
directly behind many houses. Secondly is there and health issues to be concerned about,
has environmental health been contacted and done a report . Again if so, please may I
have a copy of the report. This swale will not only be collecting and holding rain water but
all excess bodily waste (I know only a small amount, but I'm thinking smells = Rats and
other vermin ).
My final concern is the woodland directly behind my house. It’s already very sparse and
lacking in privacy, and safety from trespassers. I feel adding more trees to this area would
benefit all parties. Trees are known as good absorbers and I think adding more would
reduce the risk of flooding along the adjoining wall. Also adding these new paths will draw
attention to the houses making me feel more vulnerable and increase the risk of
trespassers and possibly burglaries. Not only that it would be lovely to see more wildlife.
(the reason for moving to Cedar road was the wildlife and trees in our garden).”
The Occupier, 84 Cedar Road, Barrow in Furness
I know a swale is linear depression formed in the ground to receive runoff and slowly
moving water to a discharge point. Even though the area is quite boggy, in the 11 years I
have lived at 84 Cedar Road I have had no flooding problems. After the weather we had
last year could you please confirm by email or letter that there would be no possibility of
additional water causing flooding to the properties in Cedar Road.
The Occupiers, 86 Cedar Road, Barrow in Furness
“We have been informed, by letter, of a planning application at Barrow Borough Cemetery
which is situated at the rear of our property, and we have gained access to the plans.
During our 30 years living at Cedar Road, we have never suffered problems with flooding.
However, after looking at the plans and in particular the creation of a swale, we are now
concerned that we may be at risk from flooding as the swale looks to be planned very near
to our property. From what we can see from the plans, the lowest part of the swale would
be very close to us and our immediate neighbours. We would therefore like reassurances
in writing that there is no increased risk of flooding due to the creation of this swale.
We are also concerned that this development may affect the many trees at the rear of our
property, which are a haven for wildlife and in particular the local birds, many of which nest
in them, including 2 woodpeckers which we have seen nesting on more than one
occasion. Can you assure us that these trees will remain untouched? They have been
growing there for many, many years and are an integral part of our lovely cemetery.
We look forward to hearing from you”.
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The Occupiers, 64 St Francis Gardens, Barrow-in-Furness.
“We have lived at our present address for ten years. Our back garden wall borders the
Cemetery, and on the other side is the area of wood adjoining Ormsgill Quarry.
Many species of birds and animals live in, or pass through, this wood. We enclose a list of
the ones of which we are aware.
We have looked at the plans for the proposed work in the Cemetery, both on the Internet
and in person at the Planning Dept. We are unable to tell from the application whether
some, or many, of the trees are to be felled to complete the plans. Therefore, we are not in
a position to make an informed comment on, or objection to, the plans.
We would be grateful if this information could be obtained and we look forward to hearing
further on this matter.
Resident and Nesting Birds:
Wood Pigeon - Feral Pigeon - Great Tit - Blue Tit - Coal Tit - long-tailed Tit – Robin – Wren
– Dunnock – Blackbird - Song Thrush - Mistle Thrush - Tree Creeper – Chaffinch Bullfinch – Blackcap – Chiffchaff - Carrion Crow – Magpie – Jackdaw – Jay –
Sparrowhawk - Great Spotted Woodpecker - Green Woodpecker - Ring-necked Parakeet
Woodcock - Tawny Owl.
Also seen: Raven – Cuckoo - long-eared Owl – Starling – Sparrow - Herring Gull - lesser
Black-backed Gull.
CONSULTATIONS:
Natural England
“Thank you for your consultation on the above dated and received by Natural England on
23 April 2013.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that
the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present
and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Natura 2000 site
Natural England advises your authority that the proposal, if undertaken in strict accordance
with the details submitted, is not likely to have a significant effect on the interest features
for which Duddon Estuary Ramsar, Duddon Estuary SPA and Morecambe Bay SAC have
been classified. Natural England therefore advises that your Authority is not required to
undertake an Appropriate Assessment to assess the implications of this proposal on the
site’s conservation objectives.1
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SSSI
This application is in close proximity to the Duddon Estuary Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI). However, given the nature and scale of this proposal, Natural England is
satisfied that the proposed development being carried out in strict accordance with the
details of the application, as submitted, will not damage or destroy the interest features for
which this site has been notified.. We therefore advise your authority that this SSSI does
not represent a constraint in determining this application. Should the details of this
application change, Natural England draws your attention to Section 28(I) of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), requiring your authority to re-consult Natural
England.
Aside from the comments on designated sites above, we would expect the LPA to assess
and consider the other possible impacts resulting from this proposal on the following when
determining this application:
Protected species
If the LPA is aware of, or representations from other parties highlight the possible
presence of a protected or Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) species on the site, the authority
should request survey information from the applicant before determining the application.
The Government has provided advice2 on BAP and protected species and their
consideration in the planning system.
Natural England Standing Advice is available on our website to help local planning
authorities better understand the impact of development on protected or BAP species
should they be identified as an issue for particular developments. This also sets out, when,
following receipt of survey information, the authority should undertake further consultation
with Natural England.
Local wildlife sites
If the proposal site is on or adjacent to a local wildlife site, e.g. Site of Nature Conservation
Importance (SNCI) or Local Nature Reserve (LNR) the authority
Environmental Health
“Thank you for consulting this department on the above proposal. I comment on the
application in respect of Land Quality.
The application is accompanied by a Preliminary Risk Assessment Report (ref. P4561-01;
dated 12th April 2013) prepared by Thomas Consulting. I find the report satisfactory and
agree with the conclusions made; no further work is considered necessary. “
Environment Agency
“Thank you for referring the above application which was received on 23 April 2013. The
Agency has no objection in principle to the proposed development but wishes to
make the following comments:The application as submitted was accompanied by the following risk assessment:
Preliminary Risk Assessment Report, Barrow Cemetery, Barrow – In – Furness,
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Thomas Consulting, Ref P4561 and Dated 12 April 2013.
We have reviewed the above report in relation to the risk of pollution to controlled waters
and we wish to make the following comments:Normal controls on burials are:1.
2.
3.
4.

250m minimum distance from potable groundwater supply source
30m minimum distance from watercourse or spring
10m minimum distance from field drains
no burials into standing water

From the documents submitted as part of the application, we consider that the first 3
controls appear to have been satisfied, but there is no indication of groundwater levels
beneath the site or evidence of the absence of a shallow perched water table in the
superficial geology.
Prior to using the additional land for burial plots the landowner should be satisfied that
point 4 has been addressed. We would recommend that a intrusive ground study is
undertaken to demonstrate that the level of groundwater in the underlying ground is
compliant with the above controls.”

Cumbria Wildlife Trust – No response received.
Ormsgill Residents Association – No response received.
OFFICERS REPORT:
Site and proposal
The proposal involves an extension of burial plots within the existing cemetery grounds as
it has been identified there is insufficient capacity to meet long term future needs. The
section concerned is located in the north-west corner of the site, at the bottom of the
sloping site, an area which is primarily rough grassland, bordered by broad-leaved seminatural woodland, in contrast to the more open, grassed areas of the developed site. The
indicated site area is 2.2ha. Beyond the western and northern perimeters of the
cemetery/woodland are residential areas, including Cedar Road and Baysdale Close.
The development will form an extension of the existing infrastructure, with new roads and
surface water drainage provided, including the creation of a swale. A section of access
road linking the existing and proposed infrastructure is excluded from the application,
being outside of the site edged red. However, this work is proceeding under Part 12 of the
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995.
The development has been screened under the ‘The Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England & Wales) Regulations’ which concluded that
it was not EIA development as it was likely to only have an environmental impact of local
significance. A site specific Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been undertaken, (as
required by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) for sites in excess of 1
hectare), in addition to ecology and land contamination reports.
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Policy
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Governments planning
policies for England and how these are expected to be applied. Planning law requires that
applications for planning permission must be determined in accordance with the
development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The NPPF must be
taken into account in the preparation of local and neighbourhood plans, and is a material
consideration in planning decisions. Following the expiry of 12 months from the date of
publication (now passed) due weight should be given to relevant policies in existing plans
according to their degree of consistency with this framework (the closer the policies in the
plan to the policies in the Framework, the greater the weight that may be given).
Therefore, policies which aren’t consistent with the framework should receive little to no
weight.
There are no specific policies relating to cemetery development or extensions such as this,
though policies concerning the creation and protection of important community/cultural
facilities and open space are relevant, in addition to potential flood risk. Paragraph 70
states that;
“to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community needs,
planning policies and decisions should: plan positively for the provision and use of shared
space, community facilities (such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, cultural
buildings, public houses and places of worship) and other local services to enhance the
sustainability of communities and residential environments”.
With regard to local areas of open space, the NPPF states at paragraph 76 the importance
in designating appropriate areas as ‘Local Green Space’. It goes on to say in paragraph
77 that such designations should only be used
 “where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
 where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance,
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife;
 where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of
land.”
Local Plan
The site forms part of a wider wildlife corridor, so consideration has to be given to the
potential impact on the existing woodland and other wildlife features found within the site.
To this end, an ecological survey report has been included. Saved policy D13 states that
where developments adversely affect such features, approval should only be given if the
development cannot be accommodated elsewhere and the need for the development
clearly outweighs the need to retain that particular section of the wildlife network.
The cemetery is also designated locally as a green wedge; Saved policy D4 seeks to
protect their value as a setting for recreation and maintain the important visual relief and
contrast between residential/developed areas.
Issues
Considering the development in a broad policy context it appears that the Saved local
policies accord with those in the NPPF, and can therefore be afforded weight. Whilst no
‘Local Green Spaces’ have been designated yet, the remaining green wedge and wildlife
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corridor designations potentially meet the criteria that such sites will be required to when
considered in the replacement Local Plan. Whilst a level of development is required,
including the extension and creation of vehicular roads and proliferation of headstones, the
general character of the area will remain ‘open’ and therefore appropriate development
within a green wedge. The cemetery will continue to be an important community facility for
the benefit of the immediate vicinity and the wider town.
Flood risk & ground conditions
A few local residents have expressed concern at the potential for flood risk due to the
creation of a swale, otherwise known as a holding or detention pond, which in addition to
the site area, prompted the submission of a Flood Risk Assessment. The drainage scheme
is required due to the removal of permeable ground and its replacement with hard
landscaped areas affecting approximately 0.44 hectares of the site. The hard surface
areas are spread uniformly across the site rather than being concentrated in one large
zone, reducing the impact significantly.
The retention of grassed areas in between strongly reduces the risk of flood risk into
adjacent property as permeable ground tends to hold the entrant rainwater for long periods
resulting in a more gradual attenuation process. The drainage network itself has sufficient
capacity for rain water in all but the worst case scenario of 10 hour storm duration.
However, the swale more than exceeds the required capacity to safeguard in this event.
The swale will provide a holding point for rain water, which is then discharged in a
restricted manner to the existing drainage network.
The Environment Agency has raised no objection subject to four ‘normal controls’. All but
one had been met, that being no burials must occur into standing water. To ascertain the
ground conditions trial pits have been dug at 3 locations within the site and a report
submitted with the findings. It is stated in the report dated 24th June, “the surface geology
is naturally occurring stiff clay, which is impermeable. As a result, the hydrology relates
entirely to the surface and its run-off. There are no naturally occurring water tables or
underground watercourses present that may cause burial plots to be submerged in water.”
Photographic evidence supports these findings.
A Preliminary Risk Assessment Report was submitted, assessing the ground conditions
regarding contamination. This concluded that given the site and the proposed
development, the preliminary contamination conceptual model has not identified any
pollutant linkages that are currently considered likely. The Environmental Health officer
agrees with the conclusion that no further work is necessary.
Ecology
The development will require some loss of the woodland which borders the western
perimeter of the site. The trees are not protected by an order, but given the potential
habitat they can provide, along with the scrub and rough grassland, and the designation as
a wildlife corridor, they potentially play an important role in the sites overall bio-diversity. A
local resident has submitted details of wildlife they have witnessed previously. As such,
the impact of the development has been assessed in the submitted Ecological Survey.
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It concludes that there are no ‘ancient habitats’ and the habitats on site are generally
common in the wider landscape and therefore they are not of high ecological value. The
habitats on site are not species-rich and are ubiquitous throughout the British Isles. No
further botanical surveys are required. No badger setts were found on the site, but do to
their mobile nature if work does not commence within 6 months further surveys should be
carried out. The trees are not suitable for roosting bats, with no further survey work
required. Dependant on work being carried out outside of the nesting season (MarchAugust) there should be no impact to nesting birds.
The loss is insignificant when compared to the extent of woodland which will remain,
ensuring the retention of existing wildlife. Dependant on the development being carried
out in accordance with the requirements of the ecology survey, no harm to wildlife should
occur. This is consistent with saved policy D13 which seeks to protect wildlife corridors.
Furthermore, the bio-diversity should be enhanced by the creation of the swale which
potentially will attract water based wildlife not currently found on site.
Conclusion
The extension to the cemetery is required to meet the long term demand of the Borough.
The design forms an extension of the existing infrastructure, though it improves upon
drainage with a fully considered engineering solution. The submitted survey work
demonstrates that no significant harm will be caused to any habitats located in the
woodland, subject to certain conditions, and that no increased risk of flood risk results from
the development.
The development is considered appropriate in a green wedge, as the character of the site
remain open, providing important open space within an urban area. As such, the
development is considered to be sustainable, in accordance with local and national policy.
RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that planning permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration
Limit and the following conditions:
Condition No. 2
The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in accordance with the
hereby approved plans and documents, including any requirements contained within,
defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by conditions attached to
this consent. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town & Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order with
or without modification), there shall be no variation without the prior approval of the
Planning Authority.
The documents to which this consent refers are as follows:


Ecological Survey Report (RSK project no. 660404)



Flood Risk Appraisal (M&P Gadsden ref CN13025)



Preliminary Risk Assessment report (Thomas Consulting ref P4561)
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Soil Inspection Report (M&P Gadsden ref CN13025)



Drawing numbers: 13025/01, 13025/02, 13025/03B, 13025/04.1B, 13025/04.2A,
13025/04.2B, 13025/05A, 13025/06A, 13025/07.1B, 13025/07.2A, 13025/07.2B &
13025/08.

Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
Condition No. 3
The areas of tree/woodland removal authorised by this consent shall be limited to that
shown on the drawing ‘Figure 1 – Phase 1 Habitat’ contained within the document entitled
‘Ecological Survey Report (RSK project no. 660404).
Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure that the development is carried out only as
indicated on the drawings approved by the Planning Authority.
Reason for Approval
That having regard to the provisions of Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act and all other material considerations, and subject to the proposed
conditions, the development as proposed by reason of its location, design and orientation,
will not have a detrimental impact upon the neighbouring properties or the visual amenities
of the area. As such, the proposal complies with the Development Plan for the area,
specifically Saved policies D4 & D13 and paragraph(s) 70, 76 & 77 of the NPPF.

_______________________________________________________________________
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